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PLUG-IN  OUTLET

Eventide Anthology X
by Paul Vnuk Jr.

Eventide’s Anthology started out as a set of plug-ins
for Pro Tools TDM. Now, as with most of Eventide’s
plug-in fare, it is available natively in VST, AU, and
AAX Native for all of the popular Windows and
macOS DAWs. Renamed Anthology X, this amazing
plug-in bundle puts 40+ years of Eventide processors
and effects into one package.
Eventide is The Godfather of digital effects, having

created the first commercially-available digital delays
and pitch-shifting boxes as far back as the early 1970s
and arguably giving birth to the world’s first multieffects
boxes in the process. The Eventide sound can be heard
on albums by Queen, Led Zeppelin, John Lennon, and
most famously as the sonic stamp of David Bowie’s
“Berlin Trilogy”. Eventide would shape and influence
the sound of both the synth bands and hair bands of
the 1980s. The H3000, launched in 1989, would go
on to be the sound of guitar processing in the 1990s
and beyond. You’ll still see H3000 units and their many
descendants in studios and guitar rigs today.
In a world overflowing with plug-in models of

famous analog boxes of yore, the Eventide Anthology
X bundle brings the sound of vintage digital boxes into
the modern studio. In many cases these aren’t just
models... you’re getting the code, algorithms, and
even some original presets, from the company that cre-
ated them in the first place!
Anthology X contains 15 processors/effects. With the

exception of Eventide Reverb being re-born as
UltraReverb, the X bundle is exactly the same as the older
Anthology II TDM-based version. Each of these plug-ins
could easily fill its own review, and two of them recently
have: Devon Brent reviewed H3000 Factory in March
2013 and I looked at UltraReverb in our July 2015 issue.
But since we haven’t reviewed Anthology
since the TDM days (Bill Stunt reviewed it in
October 2006), it’s time for a re-introduction
and broad overview of the whole bundle.

EQ45 and EQ65
Interestingly, the oldest units modeled in

Anthology X are (a) analog and (b) not made
by Eventide! The EQ65 is a model of the
UREI (Universal Audio) 565 Little Dipper EQ.

You may have seen these boxes while surfing Ebay, where they can be
had for $300–$400 on average. The Little Dipper was first introduced
in 1970 as an outboard equalizer with an exceptionally tight set of
bandpass filters... one of the first “surgical” EQ boxes for solving prob-
lem frequencies in the early days of post-production. It is a dual-band
parametric EQ plus two 18 dB/octave high- and lowpass filters.
The EQ45 is a recreation of the even rarer UREI 545 Parametric

Equalizer, which offered four overlapping bands of parametric EQ and
a pair of 12 dB/octave Butterworth style high- and lowpass filters. This
unit is much more adept at standard channel and program equalization.

Omnipressor
Next up is 1971’s Omnipressor, also an analog device that offers a

interesting implementation of compression, limiting, and expansion, all
with the turn of one knob. It could even do dynamics reversal, making
loud hits soft and soft hits loud in a weird, swooshing, sucking way.
It offers normal dynamics controls like threshold, attack, release,

and various attenuation and makeup gain controls, but the magic of
the Omnipressor lies in its Function knob. This is actually a sort of
ratio knob: Left = Expansion, Center to 3 O’Clock = Compression
and 3 O’Clock and beyond = dynamics reversal. 
If you are looking for simple vintage-style compression, this is not

the box. While it can handle some “normal” compression tasks, it is
even better at being aggressive, driven, and even unpredictably odd.
It is very much a finesse piece and little adjustments can have big con-
sequences. I liked it best on bass, snare drum, electric guitars, and for
crushing the drum bus. I would love to see Eventide add a wet/dry
mix feature in the future; Omnipressor would be a natural for parallel
compression, as well as sidechaining if your DAW supports it.

H910 and H949
The H910 is a very archaic harmonizer and delay by today’s stan-

dards, but therein lies its charm. It’s not a seamless “choir in a box” like
we’re used to now, with pitch correction, formant modeling, etc. This is the
sound of old Bowie records, and those of early sonic studio pioneers like
Frank Zappa. The H910 offers modest delay (112.5 msec) and two
octaves of pitch adjustment with minimal modulation, called Anti-Feedback
on the unit. These can be used separately or both at once. It’s lo-fi, quirky,
and filled with glitchy tracking anomalies... in a word, it’s awesome!
The H949 was a significant upgrade to the H910. With more

memory, it offered longer delay times, and added features like
reverse delay and chorusing as well as micro-pitch steps. It also
added a deglitching algorithm. It was a significant upgrade at the
time, but is still truly “vinatge” in today’s landscape.
Note that both the H910 and H949 come in single or dual versions.

The point here is to offer dual unit capability with delays and pitches set
differently for each channel. There is even a stereo width control, and
the real fun comes when you start to automate parameters in a mix!

Instant Phaser and Instant Flanger
Unlike today’s guitar pedal phasers, the Instant Phaser was more

like part of a modular synthesizer, complete with an oscillator and an
envelope follower. Its swept filter bank offers metallic, psychedelic
whooshes and washes and is fantastic on drums, synths and gui-
tars—it is the sound of late-1970s phasing. (Need an audio cue? The
drums on Led Zeppelin’s “Kashmir”.)
The Instant Flanger is one of the first solid-state emulations of early

tape flanging. Like the Instant Phaser, it may not be what you have been
used to all these years from your various flanger pedals. Its controls
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include an LFO, Envelope, and a manual (MIDI-controllable) effect mode,
which can also be combined. Unlike many of today’s modeled tape-
based flange plug-ins, this one faithfully recreates the sound of early
bucket-brigade analog delay in all its glory.

H3000 Factory and H3000 Band Delays
Moving on to 1989, the H3000 Ultra-Harmonizer was the undisput-

ed king of multieffects units for decades, with a special focus on pitch
and delay. It was and is a programmer’s dream; you can build your
own effects algorithms and programs from the ground up, complete
with complex modulations, routings, and more.

As I mentioned above, Devon Brent’s March 2013 review of H3000
Factory is a great place to learn more. If you don’t have that issue
handy, just download the demo and have fun! I will note that the plug-
in, while not a full-on H3000, is much easier to program graphically
than the original hardware unit was.

In addition to H3000 Factory, the H3000 Band Delays program
focuses squarely on this one effects algorithm from the original
H3000. It gives you eight separate voices that can be individually
delayed, filtered, modulated, panned, automated, and even random-
ized. While it’s not the algorithm responsible for the famous “Crystal”
effect, I was able to use it to create a pretty good emulation.

Octavox and Quadravox
Now we move up to a pair of algorithms from Eventide’s current

flagship multi-effects processor, the H8000. These are updates to the
H3000 Band Delays in concept, but you have better, smoother pitch
algorithms, as well as graphic representation of note values and more.

You can choose key and scale, and have better control of note
tracking... and again, it’s so much easier to program than the
H8000! This is intelligent pitch shifting at its best, short of getting into
full on “auto-tune” territory. Octavox does eight voices and the more
CPU-efficient Quadravox does four. Use them for otherworldly choirs,
guitar orchestration, pitched and voiced drum mangling, and lots
more cool sounds.

UltraChannel and EChannel
UltraChannel is a full-fledged channel strip with extra features. It includes

standard fare like Gate, Compressor and EQ, but adds a stripped-down
Omnipressor called O-Pressor, Micro Pitch shifting, delays, and even an
emulated analog output stage. It sounds great and can easily handle many
input channel needs, and it makes a great master bus channel as well.

EChannel is a lighter version that does away with the O-Pressor and
Pitch Shifter. It’s more CPU efficient, so you can use multiple instances
over many tracks.

UltraReverb
UltraReverb is also built upon the algorithms of the H8000. It offers

a choice of nine reverb algorithms (two halls, two rooms, two cham-
bers, two plates, and ambience). More of a multieffect than a simple
reverb, it also includes delay, reverb compression, and pre and post
reverb equalization and filtering. See my July 2015 review for a real-
ly deep dive into this remarkable reverb.

Precision Time Align
The last plug-in in the bundle is Precision Time Align. This is not an effect,

but a tool for adjusting delay and phase of signals. It has only two sliders
yet is quite useful and effective for coarse or very fine signal alignment.

Wrapping up the bundle
As you can see, this is a very full-featured bundle of effects from

Eventide. It is laser focused on the company’s legacy of digital effects
supremacy, and is an aural history lesson in digital delays and pitch shift-
ing. Yet it’s broad enough and deep enough to be your only third-party
plug-in collection in your DAW, should you choose. Just the UltraReverb,
UltraChannel, and H3000 effects alone will take you pretty far!

Recently I was mixing down a 24-track live show, and just for fun
on one of the songs I used nothing other than Anthology X. In Cubase
8.5 on my 2011 17" MacBook Pro i7 with 8 GB of RAM, I was able

to use one UltraChannel for each of the 24 channels,
14 EQ45, six Omnipressors, three instances of H910,
one UltraReverb, one Instant Flanger, and one
instance of H3000 Factory. It hit 60% of my proces-
sor’s power at a buffer setting of 2048 in a 24-bit/48
kHz session, which is very manageable for mixdown.
I was hitting it with more EQ and processing than I
usually would, and for the sake of my dignity I will
also note that I was purposely pushing the mix to
sound like a late-1980s pop tune... which was a
breeze with this bundle!

One last note: while you can purchase Anthology X
with a permanent license, Eventide has also launched
a new subscription service called Eventide Ensemble
($299/year) which gives you not only Anthology X,
but a few of their other plug-ins like Blackhole, 2016
Room Reverb, and the new TVerb Reverb (review com-
ing soon). This may prove to be a viable option for
some studios, but either way, Anthology X gives you
massive vintage digital bang for your buck.
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